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study was nade comparing actual grade placement and test
grade placement of 114 pupils in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and
seventh grades in the aple Elemen tary School in Albany, Oregon.
The pupils involved were American-born white children from families largely of the business and professional group. Fifty-six
of the children studied were girls, and fifty-eight were boys.
The purpose was (a) to compare test placements and grade
placeîìents of the pupils involved, (b) to determine if teaching
emphasis was needed in any or all of the subject-matter fields,
and (c) to determine that might be done if pupils were misplaced.
A part of the problem was to show any significant differences
between the achievements of each of the four grades as a whole in
this school and the national norms set up by the Progressive
Achievement Test in the areas of reading, arithmetic, and English.
Test grade placement was determined by the scores achieved
by pupils on the Progressive Achievement Test published by the
California Test Bureau. The test -ias administered under classroom conditions made as ideal as possible by each of the classroom teachers who also scored the results.
Other data needed to complete this survey, to,ether with
teachers' comments, family background, health, and other pertinent
information were gathered from each of the youngster's permanent
record folders. Personal observations were made through various
school duties
An elementary statistical treatìaent was used to find the
means and the standard deviation for each of the classes in each
of the test areas for use in making this comparison. The basic
criterion for judgment was the difference between the rans of
the two.
A
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Height, wei,ht, I.Q., personality, and class standing were
included because it was believed that, althou they are cf lesser
importance, extremeness in any one of these qualities may have
some bearing on grade placement and the test placement scores.

esults of the survey indLcated a favorable comparison was
these ';o test placements, partLcularly In the fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades. In the seven-ì grade, the total test
score was one year above the grade level which appeared. to be due
to the high English scores achieved. English vías a strong subject for the school as a whole. This was believed to be due to
better educational backgrounds of the parents and wider general
usage in the homes.
Additional stress is needed in the fourth and sixth grades
in arithmetic where test scores were eight months d one year
and four months below the grade level. Ari thme tic was a weak
area of study for the four grades as a whole, and additional emphasis should be placed on this subject in the future.
Individual case studies of misplaced pupils were made. Some
of the children who received low test scors in comparison with
their grade placements needed ndical care and special education
to round out basic fundamentals in learning. In the majority of
the cases where the test score was much higher t1n the grade
equivalent, extra work and duties directed toward interest areas
and creative abilities are needed to occupy time and capabilities
made between

more

fully.
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ThE GRADE PLACEiIÇTS OF PUPILS IN

GRADES ThREE TO SEV

CHAPTER

IN ONE SCHOOL

I

INTRODUCTION TO ThE STUDY
Differing opinions have been expressed by teachers in
many school systems as to whether or not diagnostic-survey
group test results are in favorable comparison with actual
grade levels in elementary schools.

The writer has aärnin-

istered this type of test through the course of his regular

classroom duties for the last three years but still lacked
an opinion, or felt at least that his opinion lacked suffi-

cient evidence, to enter into any such discussion on test

grade placement in comparison with actual grade placement.
In an attempt to determine whether or not the pupils

in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh grades in the

p1e

Elementary School in Albany, Oregon, were on a comparable
level of achievement with the nonns established by the

Proressive Achievement lests, the writer has undertaken
this study.

The Progressive

the California Test Bureau,

Achievement Test, published by
is the diagnostic-survey group

test used in this particular school.

The study shows the

differences between the achievements of the pupils in their
actual

rade placements and in the test grade placements
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according to their respective accomplishments.

A part of

the problem has been to show any significant differences in
of each of

the achievements

the four grades as a whole in

this particular elementary school and the national norms

established by the Progressive Achievement Test in the areas
of reading,

arithmetic,

and English.

Each of these three

areas is broken down into subgroupings which give more

accurate pictures to show in which particular element of
the area in question the youngsters have been either "above"

or "below" the Progressive Achievement Test placement norms
as compared with their actual grade levels.

Achievement test scores often indicate that pupils are
misplaced in a particular grade from an academic viewpoint.
Other pertinent factors, however, such as size,
maturity,

age,

social

and mental ability, for example, must also be

seriously considered before making actual grade placements
or readjustments.

In some school systems,

those pupils who

receive very high test placement scores in comparison with
their actual grade placenents are allowed to skip grades in

order to bring these two placements more into balance.
Since it is not the policy of this particular school system
to allow pupils

local groups,

to skip grades

even under pressure from

this procedure will not be recommended in

o

this study Lar those pupils WhO have achieved high test
scores.
The purpose of this study, therefore, is (a) to compare

test placements

and grade placements of the pupils

involved, (b) to detennine if teaching emphasis is needed
in any or all of the subject-matter fields, and. (c) to
determine what might be done if students are misplaced.
The data needed to complete this survey, together
with teachers' comments regarding each of the pupils, the
pupils' family backgrounds, general health conditions, and
other pertinent infonnation, were gathered frani each of
the youngster's permanent record folders. General personality traits and ability to fit into school life were
observed by the writer through his various school duties.

In addition to these comparisons, the writer believed
that certain other facts useful in his work would also
become available from making this study. One such fact

interest to

in which study area, or
areas, was his class, as a group, clearly superior to or
failing to meet established subject-matter standards. The
latter information would indicate any need for additional
emphasis in his teaching in order to round out more completely the educational programs of his pupils. lt is evident to classroom teachers, through their close personal

which was of

him was

contacts, which child is lacking in some particular area of
study; but many times this information is difficult to ascer
tain for the group as a whole without some type of study
aimed toward revealing this information.
An elementary statistical treatment was used to find
the means and the standard deviations for each of the
classes in each of the test areas for use in comparisons
between the national norms set up for this Progressive
Achievement 'lest and the actual grade levels at which the
pupils in these four classes ere actually located. The
basic criterion for judgment was the difference between the
means of the two. 1ecessarily, there were limitations to
the study, not tile least being lack of school tine for testing pupils.
The study involved pupils in the fourth, fifth, sixth,
and seventh grades. One hundred fourteen pupils were studied. Of these, fifty-six were girls, and fifty-eight were
boys . There were twelve boys and nine girls in Grade Four,
eighteen boys and thirteen girls in Grade Five, and. fourteen boys and seventeen girls each in Grades Six and Seven.
To the best of the writer's mowledge, all of the youngsters involved in the study are American-born white children, and no foreign language is spoken in any of the homes.
in each of the four grades, all tests were administered
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under normal classroom conditions by the classroom teacher
who also scored the tests.

Additional data on height, weight, I.., personality,
and class standing were included in this study because it
was believed that,

although they are of lesser importance,

extremeness in any one of these qualities may have

bearing on

saine

,rade placement.

Any such study would be incomplete without a brief

report on the community involved, even though this may or
The school

may not have a bearing on the results achieved.
is

located in

trial.

a

community largely agricultural and indus-

It is located in a town near the center of the

Willamette Valley which has grown rapidly over a short span
of time even though it is one of the older towns in the

Valley.

The population now is approximately twelve thou-

sand people.

ìeligion plays an important part in the lives

of a great many of the families.
The

school system is listed as Class A, and it employs

nearly 130 teachers.
junior high school,
three years,

lt has five elementary schools, a

and a senior high school.

In

the last

three new elementary schools have been erected;

but overcrowding is still a major problem.

Because of this

congested situation, the seventh grade pupils are not
enrolled in the junior high school; but their classes are

r

o

held in the elementary schools instead.

Prior to this influx

in school population, the system functioned under a 6-3-3

plan.

bach school has an active parent-teacher organiza-

tion.
The pupils of the school in which this survey was made

consist largely, but not wholly, of children from the business and professional groups.

This fact may or nay not

have a bearing on this study.

This point would be difficult

to demonstrate.

In.

this particular school,

the parents are

extremely interested in their children and the children's
welfare; and a great many, much more than the average num-

ber in comparison with the other schools in the town, are
actively interested in the parent-teacher organization in
the school.
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ChAPTER II
REVIEW OF

"Grade placement,"

TE

RELA TED LI ¶IE RA ThRE

or actual level as described in

Good's Dictionary of Education

(6,

p.

188) Is "the alloca-

tion of pupils to a specified grade, year, or level of

school work."
In the Maple Grade School, as rar as the writer has

observed,

a pupil is

placed In a particular grade because

he has completed work In the preceding grade to the
satis-

faction of his teachers who have advanced or promoted him
at the end of the school year.

Some teachers believe that because of advanced age,
it is perhaps viiser to advance a child rather than
retain

him in

a

younger group if his school work is on a par with

his mental capacity regardless of the comparative
quality
of his class work.

They believe that there is little point

In holding a child back unless they can do him
further good
by retaining him another year.

Sorne

feel the size of a

child, either greater or less than the average,
a

bearing on his grade placement.

rjhey

should have

feel a very tall

pupil should, other things being equal, be advanced in
order that he may not be made conspicuous by being
notice-

ably taller.

This,

of course, is not always possible

because other

traits

are more important; but an extremeness

this nature, particularly if the pupil is sensitive about.
it, should be given due consideration.
The problem of grade placeraent is of major proportion.
of

course of study has been designed to meet the need of
the average child--average in mental ability and learning
progress Children are individuals and have individual
interests, aptitudes, and abilities to learn. A course of
The

study designed for an average child cannot possibly fit the
needs of every child. For saine, the work may be too diffi-

result, proper progress
may not be made and difficulties which affect learning may
develop. Schools have a responsibility to turn out youngsters who will not make idle, dissatisfied, or frustrated
adults. The greatest problem of grade placement, the
writer believes, is to find a curriculum that wIll develop
cult; for others, too easy.

As a

enable these children
to find their own places in our modern world. It is the
responsibility of our educational system to aid the gifted
and the retarded, as well as to teach the average.
The children who uo not keep up with an average course
every chIld as an individual; and

to

of study have had the limelight lor a great many years.
One may find such children several years over-age for their
grades, accomplishing

little

in school of value to them and

not making the best ot classmates for younger children.
Tney may lack interest or basic knowledge,
tal ability necessary

to keep in step.

or lack the men-

'natever the cause,

the problem must be faced and adjustments made to enable

these individuals to develop properly and, if possible,

happily.
detaining in a grade another year to round out basic
fundamentals has been a method used to solve the problem of
the slower children.

Parental pride and

a

sense of compe-

tition may keep some of the children from wanting to be

detained again and may accelerate their interest in apply-

ing themselves more wholeheartedly to their school work.
on the other hand,

there are many children who do work to

their full capacities, but lower mental abilities may aJways
be a factor in their keeping up with "averages"

life.

all through

Children in this latter group need to develop at

their own rate,

and our school systems must aid them In

becoming satisfied and happy adults.
The children who find school work too easy for them

complete their requirements rapidly and have much extra
time on their hands.

Careless and idle habits often result.

An average course of study does not have enough motivation
for these youngsters and does not enploy at all fully their

mental abilities.

Several solutions to this question have

lo

been attempted.
them busy.

hxtra work is quite generally used to keep

Too olten, hoviever,

these children know lt is a

means devised for this purpose and do not give the duties

Skipping grades is another

assigned proper concentration.

It has been round, however, that oftentimes

method used.

the brightest pupils in a class will be no higher than the

lower group in the grade above.

This system has some merit,

however, inasmuch as it should occupy them to their full

abilities and not allow them to be idle.
Many deviations to an average course of study have

been attempted to correct conditions for these two groups
of pupils.

(re such deviation was an assistant teacher

plan whereby the assistant coached the laggards to bring
them up to grade so that all might be promoted together.
This procedure, known as the ì3atavia Plan (3, p.

522), met

with only limited favor.
Between 1875 and 1880 the problem was approached by

breaking up the yearly grading system, making promotions
niore

frequent.

This system allows the above average to

proceed faster and allows less jale time.
this plan are

Variations of

still in use today.

A new report card grading system,

still not in nation-

wide use, is now one means of allowing for more individualized work by the children.

This grading plan dispenses

11

with the old method of using "A
3,

4,

B,

C,

U,

and F

or

2,

and 5" and instead uses only the grades of "satisíac-

tory" or "unsatisfactory."

iiany

parents do not like this

new method of grading because they feel it eliminates the

competitive spirit and, therefore, children will not work
up to their capacities since they will receive only "satis-

factory" marks.

On the other hand, it does allow the

teacher to grade each child according to whether or not he
Is

doing work of which he is capable regardless of whether

or not that child's work is far better than,

or far behind,

the average class work.

any additional plans have been used and variations of
some are still In use today.
the Winnetka Plan,

These include the Dalton Plan,

the Gary Plan,

the Platoon System,

Progressive School, and many others.

The

the

trend seems to be

toward allowing children to learn at their own rate orprogress with creative work to fill in Idle time.

To

enumerate

all of the plans used today would be tc repeat a history of

American education.
ducators, since 1897 and even earlier, have felt a

need for measuring devices In their profession to discover
difficulties which the class is having so that teaching
emphasis may be directed toward improvement, to discover

difficulties of individual pupils so that they may be
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directed toward wiser study habits in the area or areas
where improvement is needed, and to give classroom teachers
an estimate of the effectiveness of their instruction or

lack of it.

Other reasons are numerous, but these appear

paramount.
Examinations are not a new or modern innovation in the
teaching field.

always been used.

Histories of education show they have

Standardized tests, on the other hand,

have come into being only in receut years.

A wide variety

of these standardized tests are now used to determine the

possible extent of pupils' abilities,
character, and other traits.

skills, intelligence,

A discussion of all of the

various types of tests would take a

reat deal of time.

Because of their pertinence to this survey, only the tests
used in this particular school will be dealt with in this

study.
The intelligence quotient,

the most commonly used term

for expressing level of mental development in relation to

chronological age, was established through the use of a
Stanford-i3jnet Test.

This test measures the relative pre-

sent ability of a pupil which is based on innate factors
in comparison with his chronological age.

items call for an ability

to use and

The Binet 'lest

understand words and

is an excellent measure of scnolastic aptitude.
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that
it does not measure all types of mental ability. insight,
foresight, originality, organization of ideas, and other
traits are sometimes believed not to be taken into consideration in this test, but this is open to dispute. Since
it does measure school aptitude to a high degree, the
writer believes that it fits the purpose of this study.
The test placeLlent grades for the pupils in this school
A

criticism of the Binet Test is

sometimes made

were found through the use of a standardized achievement

test. According to Good (6, p. 419), test placement is "a
test for the determination of ability or achievement in
any given subject or skill." An achievement test has been
described (7, p. 23) as "designed to express in terms of a
single score a pupil's relative achievement in a given

field ."
Cubberley (3, p. 698) gives the underlying purpose of
standardized achievement tests in what the writer believes
to be an easily understandable manner.

He

wrote:

"The

important underlying purpose in the creation of all such
standards for measuring school work and for comparing the
accomplishments of pupils, classes, schools, or school
ive to supervisors ano teachers means by
which they may, quite definitely, measure the effectiveness
of the work they do, and learn fron the charted results
systems, is to
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where to shift the emphasis and how to improve the manufacturing process.

Teaching without a measuring stick of

standardized length, and without definite standards (standard scores,

or norms) for the work of the different grades,

is much like the old time luck-and-chance farming,

and there

is no reason to think that the introduction of well-tested

standards for accomplishment in school work will not do for

educatioD what has been done for agriculture as

a

result of

the application of scientific knowledge and methods."

One of the biggest criticisms of standardized achieve-

ment tests is that, if they are not used carefully or wisely,

they

may

determino the curriculum.

The

curriculum should

not be based on ways to make the results of the tests "look
good" rather than on the interests of the pupils in the

class.

Promotions of the pupils should not hinge on the
In

outcome of such tests.

sorne

cases, a teacher is led to

believe that his teaching ability will be judged on the
results of the test.
the

This may lead the teacher to stress

various items in the test rather than to have a well

balanced educational program in order that his teaching
ability will appear to be of a high quality.
(2,

p. 282) wrote that:

'1The

Uronbach

administrator who introduces

tests can make them an ally of teacher and pupil, a way for

both to determine how to improve themselves.

But if he is
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not careful, he villi arouse anxieties which reduce the íriorale
and effectiveness of the organization.'t

different types of achievement tests
designed to measure general ability. The ?rogressve
Achievement Test (12, p. 1), which was used in this study,
is a diagnostic type test designed to aiscover certain
deficiencies in learning and to give an over-all score which
can be interpreted from tables in terms of grade placement
There are many

subject-matter known. It attempts to determine
specific strengths and weaknesses of the pupil as well as
the school level attained, and enables a teacher to instruct
more effectively since it shows just where the trouble lies.
Comments regarding this particular standardized test show
it to be considered excellent in its diagnostic features.
The norms used were set up after testing over 25,000 school
children from all parts of the United States. c.this would
appear to be a sufficiently large group for the establishbased

on

satisfactory norms.
The test measures the extent of pupil mastery in read-

ment of

ing vocabulary, reading comprehension, arithmetic reasoning,
arithmetic fundamentals, and language. These l'ive major
areas are differentiated into nineteen (twenty-one in the
case of Grade Seven) sub-areas to provide a diagnostic
analysis of functional elements in learning in order that
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learning difficulties may be revealed and serve as the basis
of remedial and constructive educational guidance

on the

part of the teacher.
The classroom teacher usually plays an important role

of standardized achievement

in the adnìinisterin

tests.

iany have had both classwork and laboratory experience in

administering such tests.
Lefever

(8,

p. 208)

.

lie

This function was discussed by

wrote:

"Whether the teacher takes

full charge of giving the tests or not, he can do much to
aid in establishing class rapport.

How pupils feel about

the test has much to do with the validity of the

results.

understands the purposes of the measurement

If

and if they see that they will benefit personally from the
findings, they are more likely to cooperate wholeheartedly

and to make gooa use of whatever scores are made available
to

them."
iQiany

up,

factors may enter into a pupil's not measuring

or measuring above his actual grade placement as corn-

pared with his test grade placement, according to Boyer
(1,

p. 421).

Some of these factors are external conditions

such as orderliness,

accurate timing, adequate materials,

proper lighting, heating,

arid

ventilation.

The emotional

feeling of the pupil toward the test, the teacher,

or his

classmates, as well as his health or sense of well-being
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at the time the test is administered,
the

score.

Ilay

also influence

All of these factors may be improved to varying

degrees through the efforts of the classroom teacher.
The teacher cannot,

of course,

control all factors

governing the reasons for variations from the standard
norms.

lie

cannot control I.., for example.

The varying

amounts of intelligence on the parts of tne pupils indi-

vidually are bound to have a bearing on the results achieved.
lie

cannot control absences from school unless, of course,

they are the result of playing "hookey" because of lack of

interest in school work.

This is not often the cause for

absences in the eleiientary grades.

lie

cannot control trans-

fers by pupils from one school to another which cause some

confusion for the individual and, therefore, must have some

bearing on his test placement score.
Variations in individual area test scores are due to

interest and to aptitude, or the lack
of some of

the youngsters involved.

ol'

them,

on the parts

1f there is more of an

interest in and aptitude lcr arithmetic than for the English
studies, for example,

then it is quite conceivable that the

arithmetic scores will appear better, and the test placement
will be higher,

than will the .nglish scores.

Comparisons have been made from time to time between

actual grade placement and test grade placement.

Lialn

and

p. 84) studied "average" children--those in the
range of ninety to 110. Their study revealed only a
slight difference between these two kinds of placement.
The actual grade placement was 3.93, while the test placement was 4.03. Their figures show that the actual grade
placement of those "average children" compared quite favorably with their test grade placements.
Horn (9,

I..

Other achievement

tests

were given to 442

children in

inclusive in a Ìiew York City school, as
reported by ìc.E1wee (lo, p. 114). Her results showed that
"the distribution of grade achievements approximated that
of a normal curve. The largest number of children were
doing the work of their present grade, but nearly an equal
number were accelerated one term above and retarded one
term below their present grade in achievement. One-fourth
of those children were found to be 'misplaced' or not doing
work in comparison with their grade placement."
.ducators as a group believe that standardized tests
are of great value to them in determining the capabilities
of a pupil; whether he is "slow" in his school work, whether
he is "average," or whether he is "rapid." Use of these
tests enables them to form the youngsters into subjectmatter groupings according to their abilities for teaching
purposes. In other words, they believe that Lhrough the
grades

3A

to

5B

19

use of these

tests they can establish hornoeneous groupings

of various types vihich will enable them to teach the

chu-

dren at a rate at which they can more easily and readily

progress.

Since the school program is usually geared to

the needs of the

average" child, it is oftentimes diffi-

child to keep up with the pace, while

cult for the "sloví

the child whose :ental ability is greater finds

the work

too easy and does not work up to the full limits ot his

mental capacity.

iiost

classrooms are now too overcrowded

for the teacher to give all the added attention needed by
the slover youngsters and to give the faster children the

work needed to keep their interest in school learning alive and accelerated.

Subject-matter groupings were quite well discussed by
Dougherty, Goxan, and Phillips
tIFOP

(5,

p.

101) who stated:

economy and group stimulation there is perhaps need

for children with like specific problems or challenges, as
in acquiring reading skills,

class) for a period of time.

to be grouped

(within one

because children vary and

change so rapidly in their learning rates,
of pupils in particular groups for more

the placement

than the most

tem-

porary period (rarely more than a few days) should be
avoided.

Fixed groupings of any kind whatever should by no

means be practiced.

In a well-ordered classroom it should

20
be possible for children to move from one group to another,

many of them formed spontaneously, others planned voluntarily,

still others formed by the teacher.

ìIiany

teachers are

finding that best results are obtained when groupings are
made with the full consent, and even with the recornmendatian,

of the pupils concerned."

ever,

this is not always practicable.

In a crowded school, how-

Homogeneous groupings are actually not a new phase of
education.

Our system of placing like ages in like

all through the years is one form of this grouping.

rades
Corn-

plete homogeneity would be impossible to attain since no
two individuals are ever completely alike,

such groupings is a great teaching aid.

but a form of

The trend now is

toward more homogeneous groupings in order to facilitate

teaching and to better reach all types of youngsters.
This form of grouping is still in an experimental

stage.

It has been determined that a combination of bases

for making such a grouping is more effective than using
only one basis.
tal age,

scores,

These bases could include age, I.Q., men-

scholarship marks, interest, achievement test
health,

application of effort, social maturity, as

well as other factors.

ieeder

(11,

p. 50ö) wrote:

Billet,

who has done more research on homogeneous grouping than any
other person, makes the following recomnendations regarding

21

'In academic subjects probably the
principal numerical criterion should be the higher of two
or more intelligence quotients, derived from two or more
fonns of a group mental test, supplemented by scores from
reliable and valid prognostic tests in subjects where such
tests are available. In nonacademic subjects probably the
principal numerical criterion should be scores from tests
prognostic of the pupil's ability to ao work in the given
field. ll numerical criteria should be interpreted in
the 1igit of other available data concerning the pupil.
Grouping on the basis of relatively unchangeable traits
significant of the pupil's probable learning rate is preferable to grouping on the basis of relatively changeable
traits, since groups ioniied on the basis of relatively
the bases to be used:

traits at

heterogeneous.'"
There is still much difference of opinion regarding
homogeneous groupings. iiost educators favor such groupings, while laymen are against them. The experimental
evidence points out that it is of greatest benefit to the
duller children with least profit for the superi or children. The proponents of the idea believe that it is a
better basis for reaching children on their own levels of
learning, and, therefore, makes possible a more effective
manner of teaching. Those who oppose such groupings believe
changeable

once tend to become
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that there is no such segregation in real life and that it
is

'undemocratic."

They believe it leads to feelings of

inferiority on the parts of the duller children and to feelings of superiority among the brighter ones.

Actually, of

course,

there is a great deal of grouping for homogeneity

outside

of

the

schools.

As was stated, however, homogeneous groupings accordIng to rate of progress and mental ability are still In an

experimental state, and It will take time to perfect them
to the place where they will fit the needs with a high

degree of efficiency.

In the particular school in which this study was made,
no such segregation, or homogeneous grouping,

best

of'

the writer's knowledge.

If the number

exists to the
of'

pupils

who have completed work in preceding grades and have been

promoted and those who have been detained is too great for
one classroom teacher to handle,

the group is

divided

alphabetically, the lov'er half of the alphabet in one room
and the top half in another.
As far as the

riterts knowledge goes, the classroom

teachers involved have used no groupings within their classrooms as far as subject-matter teaching Is concerned.

The

pupils who pro;ress at a more rapid rate of pace are given

extra work to keep them from being idle.

This extra work
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may include assisting in the office of the principal; class-

room duties such as library record keeping, decorating, and

responsibility for the bulletin boards; safety patrol; and
research on subjects more in line with various interest
fields.

All of these classes were small enough to painit

more mdlvi dual attention,

however.

The slovier children in the Albany School System who

have a definite lack of basic knowledge in any given field
are referred by the teacher to the Special Education

Dïvision where they are given special tutoring to bring
their abilities more in line with those of the given class.
riandicaps, such as speech defects and personality defi-

ciencies,

are also handled by this Special Education

Livison which

is staffed by persons especially trained

for this type of work.

t

school psychologist is used in

those cases where the Special

ducation Division feels

there is a need for such services.
These remarks were made to show that the groups used

in this survey were heterogeneous,

and,

therefore, are

com-

parable with the norms set up and used in the Progressive

Achievement

Test.
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CHAPJER III
ThE ORIGINAL STUDY

The purpose of this study was the examination of the

actual grade placements of the fifty-eight boys and fiftysix girls, or a total of 114 pupils,
sixth,

in the fourth,

fifth,

and seventh grades in the Maple Elementary School

in Albany,

Oregon, in comparison with the grades in which

various measuring devices might indicate that they belonged,

and--where changes

viere

suggested by the test scores--to

plan for making these changes.
The method used involved the administration of

Progressive Achievement Test,

the

the Stanford-Binet intelli-

gence Scale (Form L or M), plus the gathering of data on
the height and weight and personal data on each child in

these four upper grades in this school.

The Achievement

Test was given by the teachers of the respective classes.
The Stanford-Binet Scale was given by members of the

Testhig

and Special Education Division of the Public School System
of Albany.

The heights

and weights were measured by the

classroom teachers as a part of their regular routines of
classroom work.
inents were

It is believed that all of these measure-

accurately nade and recorded as these teachers

were all experienced instructors WhO had had training in
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the giving, scoring, and

interpreting of tests

and the talc-

Ing of physical measurements.

pupils (twelve boys and nine
girls) in the fourth grade. There were thirty-one pupils
in the fifth grade (eighteen boys and thirteen girls).
There were thirty-one pupils (fourteen boys and seventeen
girls) in the sixth grade; and thirty-one pupils in the
seventh grade (fourteen boys and seventeen girls). The
great majority of these pupils came from the homes of business or professional people who are greatly interested in
their children and in the schools which their children
There viere twenty-one

attend.
heights of these boys and girls are given in
T:3LE I for the reason that size should and often does play
sorne part in actual grade placement. A very tall pupil
should, other things being equal, be advanced In grade in
order that he or she may not be made conspicuous by being
noticeably taller. A very short pupil should, other things
being equal, be held back in order that he or she may be
among children of approximately the same height. Other
traits or abilities are, of course, of greater irnpertarce,
but size should be given consideration in accordance with
its extremeness and the pupil's sensitiveness about it.
The
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Because the number of boys and of girls in each gradegroup is small,

the average

used instead of the mean

the average deviation were

and.

the standard deviation in work-

and.

ing up the data on height as shown in

TML

BLE I.

I

HEIGHTS OF ThESE PUPILS

Fourth Grade
Boys

Girls

............................ 9
Average Height ..... 55 1/2 inches...57
Average Deviation... 2
inches... 3
Wetzel-GricI Scale...s4 - 56 inches...54

-

inches
inches
56 inches

Fifth Grade
Boys

Girls

Number.
..... .18.
.13
Average Height......56
inches...55 1/2 inches
Average Deviation... 1
inch..... 1 3/4 inches
Wetzel-Grid Scale...56 - 58 inches...56 - 58 inches
. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sixth Grade
Boys

Ji ris

buinber. .....
...... 14 .............. .17
Average Height ...... 61
inches...60 1/2
Average Deviation... 2 2/3 inches... 2 1/3
Wetzel-Grid Scaie...58 - 61 inches...57 1/2
.

.

-

inches
inches
60 inches
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Seventh Grade

Girls

Boys

ìurnber.
Average
Average

. . .

.17
...... 14 ........inches...60

Deviation... 3
Wetzel-Grid Scale...61
A

. . .

Height......61

-

e

.

.

1/2

inches... 3
inches...59

63

-

62

inches
inches
1/2 inches

comparison of the averages found in TBLE I with the

Wetzel-Grid on height-weight-age shows these pupils as a
whole to be

slightly shorter than the national

not enough to

be a cause of any

ap1e School averages.

variations were as
national nornis.

Among

variaxce
couple of inches above the

concern.

ranges from zero to as much as a

florins, but

The

the individuals, some of the

much as seven

inches above or below the

pupils varied enough from the average height to be given individual stuciy. In the fourth
grade, one girl was five and one-half inches over the average height. Another girl in the fifth grade was seven and
one-half inches over the average. In the sixth grade, one
girl was six inches over the average, another girl was five
and one-half inches under the height of her average classmate, and a boy was SIX inches shorter than the norm. In
'I\velve of these 114

the seventh grade, there were

boys, one eight and one

heights for
Three girls were also five inches above the

eight and one-half inches

their grade.

two

above the average

standard set up by the height-weight-age chart. Two girls
in this grade fell short by five and one-half and six
inches in a comparison with the height for their grade.
The writer believes that none of these twelve taller or
shorter pupils felt any particular enbarrassment about the

greater or lesser height possessed; at least there was no
discernible evidence of it in their attitudes or behavior.
The averages and the average deviations of weight for
these boys and these girls are shown by grade placement in
TABLE

II.
TABLE

II

WEIGHTS OF ThESE PUPILS

Fourth Grade

Girls

boys
Number.

. .

......
12...... .........
.....

9

Average Weight
31
pounds.. .78
pounds
Average Deviation. . .15
pounds. . .11
pounds
Wetzel-Grid Scale. . .68 - 77 pounds.. .64 - 77 pounds

Fifth

Grade

Girls

boys
Number

. . . . . . . .

Average
Average

..... .18.

'eight......75

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Deviation... 5
etze1-Grid Scale...73 -

84

.13

pounds...76
pounds...l5
pounds...70 -

pounds
pounds
87 pcunds
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Sixth Grade

os
i:i.unber.

.........
Weight.....97
,

.

e

.

.

.

.14

Girls
. . . . .

. .

.17

pounds
pouncis..88
verage
pounds
pounds..18
Average Deviation. .12 1/2
Vvetzel-Grid Scale..80 - 97 1/2 pounds..79 - 92 1/2 pounds

Seventh Grade

ir1s
..17
Number. SSS...S. .14.. ........
pounds
pounds...
..90
Veight.....92
Average
pounds
.12
pounds....
.15
Average Deviation.
pounds
.
.37
104
pounds...
.etze1-Grid Scale. .94 - 100
Boys

.

.

.

.

.

.

Comparisons of the weights riven in

TABI

II

show

that

the £ourth grade boys were, on the average, about four

pounds heavier than tue upper

limit of the Votze1 average

girls about one pound
heavier than the upper limit of the average for girls in
group for boys in this grade, and the

seventh grade boys, on the other hand,
'ïere two pounds lighter, on the average, than the 1over
limits of the average Wetzel group for this grade. The
other groups of boys and girls were well within the limits
tuìis grade.

The

Wetzel-Grid Scale.

writer believes that

set

up by the

all

of these average differences are small enough to be

The

held as unimportant.
Outstanding individual variations in weight were more
numerous than was the case in the heights of these pupils.

ienty-five cases were studied in which the "overagest' and

Itunderagesil

in weight exceeded the average by twenty or

more pounds.
vo

fourth grade boys exceeded the Wetzel nonn (sixty-

eight to seventy-seven pounds) by thirty-three and by

thirty-four pounds, while another boy was twenty pounds
below.

One girl in the fourth grade fell twenty-three

pounds below the average.

The Itunderweight

boy and girl

in this grade are both of small skeletal structure and have
the appearance of being small rather than being underweight.

This factor has not appeared to

school relations.

rriake

any difference in their

The girl's test placement score was corn-

parable to her actual grade, while the boy's test placement
score was one year and two months below his grade level.
He has, however,

a rather low I.Q. score,

but he is noriaUy

adjusted otherwise according to hiS teacher.

One of the

"overweighttt boyts grade placement on his achievement test

was comparable to his grade level, while

the other boy was

one year and eight months further advanced than his grade

equivalent.

I..'s

This undoubtedly was due to their having

of eighty-eight and 121.

One of these overweight

boys is obese; the other is chubby.

The chubby boy is a

live-wire and well accepted by his classmates, while the
other youngster did not seem to be a part of the group.
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The teacher is working toward decreasing the difficulties

of the obese child.

One girl in the fifth grade was seventy-four pounds

above and two girls twenty and twenty-three pounds short of
the average weight.

The

ir1

overweight in this

is

vtho

case is the one who is also seven and one-half inches over
the average height.

She has large bone structure,

still had an obese condition.

Much of the overweight, how-

could have been caused by her overeating.

ever,

but

The writer

believes this may be due in part to an enotional disturbance brought about by mild epileptic seizures which occur

much more often at hone than at school.
has not affected her grade placement;

Her greater size

her total test place-

ment score placed her only one month above
level.

hex'

actual grade

The underweight girls in question are small-boned

and not necessarily "underweight't for their bone structure.
Here,

again, in each case the test placement score was com-

parable to the actual grade level.

No personality malad-

justments were observed in these two girls.
Three sixth grade boys were twenty to twenty-three

pounds over the average weight.
due to overeating.
is apparent.

In one case, this could be

In the other cases,

larpe bone structure

One boy was twenty-four pounds under the

average, but was also short and had a small bone structure.
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Two girls in this grade were

and fifty-five pounds).

far above av3rage

(sixty-four

The girl with the weight sixty-

four pounds over the average was also mentioned previously
as having above average height.
of large bone structure.

These girls were tall and

Since the parents o! both are

also large, it is probable that their children will grow
into large women.

Four of these sixth grade girls were

from twenty to thirty-six pounds below the median of the
íJetzel average group for girls of this grade.

were of small skeletal structure,

These

irls

and it is improbable that

they will ever be very large for their ages.

In only two

of these cases were the total test grade placement not in

comparison with actual grade levels.

In one case where

the overage was one year and two months,

boy in question was

l7.

the

I .Q,.

of the

The I.Q. in the other case was

not available, but the score on his achievement test and
his general activity would indicate it to be fairly high.
The writer did not observe any personality difficulties in

either case.
In the seventh grade,

two boys were twenty-six and

twenty-eight pounds over the norms, while two were twentysix

arid

thirty-eight pounds under the norms

six-pound overage was du

to a square

The twenty-

build rather than to

an obese condition while the youngster who was twenty-eight

3Z

pounds over the class average in weight deviated from the

average class height also.

His height and weight aro on a

neither of these boys had an overeïght

comparable level.

cordition Crom a health standpoint, and no personality conflicts from the over-average weight viere observed.

Both

received test placement scores in keeping with their I.Q.
ratings

.

The twenty-six-pound underage is due

stature rather than any food deficiencies.

comparably under the class average.
underage was probably due to illness,
The writer believes

disturbance.

Ile

this

Eis height is

The thirty-eight-pound

i.e., rheumatic fever.

left no particular emotional

is a quiet boy, very much like his older

brother in this respect.
grade"

bias

to a small

One of the boys received an "at

test score, while the other lad was two years and

three months above his grade level.

The first boy had an

I.Q. of ninety-five while the latter boy's was 149.

Four girls in the seventh grade were wide of the range
in these weight comparisons:

two were twenty and twenty-

four pounds above the norms, and two were twenty-one and
twenty-seven pounds under the norm.

These tioveragesu and

"underages" are fairly normal for these particular girls.

Both girls whose weights were over the norms are more
mature and both have inherited large bone structures.

One
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girls have
become close friends and are looked upon by other girls in
the class for leadership, possibly because of their
is

above average height

for the class.

These

writer believes that there
is no emotional disturbance present here--possibly because
of the friendship established between them. neredity has
also played a lare part In the structure of the two
advanced stage of maturity.

The

smaller girls. I.Q.. and test scores were on a comparable
levai in all four of these cases.
The material gathered would indicate that wide variations in weight should not have a bearing on grade placement among these pupils. In many cases, the pupil's

greater or lesser weight

may

indicate

a more

advanced

and mature development or the opposite caused by endo-

crine gland function or the deviation may be due to normal
heritage froni either quite large or quite small ancestors.
Since the lesser weIchts were distributed quite gerierally among the smaller-boned children and the greater
weights among the pupils with the larger bone structures,
there was no evidence ol' "skinniness" or obesity evident
in the greater or lesser weights in the four grades except
in two cases. The test placement score of the boy in the
scoring, and it
fourth grade was in keeping with his
would appear that his weight did not affect the results of

I..
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the

In the case

test.

of'

the fifth grade girl who was

seventy-four pounds overweight, an aloofness had become
established, more perhaps on her part toward the other
girls because of her keen awareness of her abnormal weight
than in the attitudes of the other
this survey was undertaken,

ir1s toward her.

Since

this girl has been placed on a

balanced diet by her physician and has lost about thirtyfive pounds.

This has caused a great improvement in her

attitude toward others, and she is making every effort to
get her weight more in line with the normal weight for her

bone structure and age

In the cases of the other pupils

discussed, the attitudes of the pupils themselves and the

attitudes

01'

the other pupils

toward them were normal, as

rar as daily contact with these pupils disclosed.

Height plus weight, which equals size,

should be con-

sidered as a minor factor in grade placeiient unless this
over- or under-size is felt very keenly.
it is felt,

In cases in which

the application of a great deal of mental

hygiene is necessary for the pupils concerned and others

associated with them in order that poor long-time attitudes
may not be established.

Physical care is also important

in dealing with this problem.
The

reader may note in

the pupils in this

TBI

III that the I.Q.'s of

school are about average or slightly
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above average.
'average"

I..

Tì-ìe

writer is basing this assumption on the

as being ninety to 110,

cr loo as a median

of the average group.

TABLJ

III

Ï..'S OF BESE PUPILS
Grade
umber
Ave rage
Average Deviation
i

19

115.4
23.2

Grade
30
105
19.5

The findings are by no means

Grade

Grade y
23

24

104.7
35.3

112.8
16.3

conclusive, since the

many factors which enter into the administering and scoring
of an individual nerital test causo a certain amount of

error.

One must take into consideration attitude,

coopera-

tiveness, physical condition, and the mental state of the

youngster--to list only a few ways in which a "found
score may deviate from the "true

I SQ."

score

The

i

.(."

person-

nel who administered these tests were, however, trained
and experienced in this work, and it is reasonable to

assume that these tests were at least as well administered
as

the average tests of this kind.

There were what appear as rather extreme

I..'s in

each of the four grades, some very high and some below
average on the basis of 100 as the average established for

Stanford-Binet l.Ç. scores.

rThe

most extreme case was an
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I.. of 187 In the

fourth grade and one of seventy-four in
the fifth grade. There were, altogether, seventeen cases
which this writer believes worthy of further coinent.
A total of four cases of high
was to be found
in the fourth grade. The most extreíne case is a boy with
a "found"
of 187. ne was neat in appearance, although
rather plump, had an outstanding vocabulary for his age,
but had few friends or associates. Other pupils rejected
him, perhaps for the reason that they had little in common.
If this pupil was accepted for a time, it was not long
before he was "bossing" the other pupils and creating inter
p3rsonal friction. 'ihis boy's I.Q. was not totally to
blame for this situation: other factors, such as general
personality, were not good. Which was cause and which
effect is a moot question. As far as his test grade placement was concerned, he was consistently high in all of the
area tests, and his total test score placed him two years
and four months above his actual grade level.
Another extreme case is the pupil with an I.Q,. of 155.
This boy was a slender youngster, neat in appearance, but
with a nervous habit of biting his fingernails. iiusic
holds a great interest for him. he was also an outstanding leader in his group on the playground and away from
school. Teachers commented on his cooperativeness and

I..'s

ï..

excellent personality as well as hIS wholesome attitude
toward learning the many things which the school has to
offer.

ne did not appear to do as well in the placement

test as his high

I..

would indicate.

Perhaps because

his nervous attitude, he did not get a true scoring.
did, however,

of'

He

place eight months above his actual grade

level.
The next case of an unusually high I.1. in the fourth

grade was a girl with a rating of 140.

She was wholly

objectionable. to the group because she was loud and boisterous, had few friends, and presented a constant problem
to

her teachers.

appearance.

characterized her general

As far as her subject-matter placement test

was concerned, her total score placed her one year and six

months above her actual grade level.

Her score in the

ari tbme tic sec ti on was "a t grade," howe vor, which the

believes may be due to lack
dation indicated by

a

of'

ri ter

interest or to a poor foun-

seven-month underage in the Addition

Tes t.

Another pupil in the fourth grade had an I.(. of 127.
His teachers commented that his social maturity was above

average, and that he was extremely cooperative and well

adjusted.

He was well above his grade level in eight of

the individual tests,

low in five cases, and "at grade" in
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tests.

total test score was comparable
with his actual grade level. Tne writer believes his being
only uat grade" was due to laziness on his part.
Six cases with noticeably viide variations in I.Q.'s
the remaining

were found in the

His

fifth grade.

The

136, and the lowest seventy-four.

highest I.Q,. score
The

girl with

was

an I .Q.

lovable, cooperative, and popular irl. She
was socially well adjusted in all ways and was particularly
well liked by all who came in contact with her. She was
an active member oÍ her Girl Scout troop, neat, and always
smiling. Her total subject-matter test score was consistently high, and was one year and six months above her
actual grade level. IWo other cases of high scores were
found in the fifth grade--ono boy with an I .Q.. of 132 and
the other a girl with a score of 126. In both cases, the
teachers found these two youngsters iell adjusted and
socially mature. Eoth of these pupils, however, made only
"at grade" scores in the subject-matter tests, but the
writer believes that in both cases this is due to laziness
arid to great interest in activities outside of the field of
school learning. The boy was fun-loving and interested in
being "different" to the extent of having his hair cut in
or

136 was a

Mohican

style,

as an example.

The

girl

emotionally and needed an extreme amount

less mature
of interest in

was

a
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subject to hold her attention for any length of time. She
was much more interested in play of the httomboylt variety
than in any forni of learning. She has three brothers and
no sisters which may account for her rather VIboyish
actions, but she alwa's appeared to be very cheerful and
happy.

I.Q. scores were found in the fifth grade.
These scores viere seventy-four, seventy-five, and seventysix. The pupil with the score of seventy-four had a mental
capacity which kept hirn from becoming fully socially mature
in comparison with the croup in his grade. Personal
characteristics ere general untidiness, carelessness with
ills and other people's possessions, arid an interest in
fishing. his school work was exceedingly difficult for
him, and he required a great deal of extra attention. This
last fact is borne out by the results of his achievement
test grade placement which vas one year and four months
lower than his actual grade and consistently low in all of
the individual tests. As far as his classmates were concerned, he was socially accepted.
In the cases of these fifth grade pupils with the
I.Q.'s of seventy-five and seventy-six, the teacher's cornment in both cases was that they were noinally adjusted,
fully accepted socially by their classiates, and not
Three

low11

i-i

hampered

to

any degree by their lower

their classwork.

The

I..

scores except in

girl with the seventy-six score was

found to be very careless about her person and

lier

own pos-

sessions as well as those of others, but lack of suitable
home gu!dance may have been the cause of this fault.

i-1er

achievement test grade placement score was exactly equal to
her actual grade level.

She was slightly above average in

her reading tests which indicates a good basic foundation
in reading.

The writer believes quite strongly that the

ability to read is of major importance in any area of
learning,

and it is possible that this characteristic may

have kept her test score at normal.

seventy-five

I..

had

a

The boy with the

consistently high subject-matter

achievement score, and placed one year and three months
above his actual grade level.

The writer believes that any

one of a number of factors may have entered into this high

test placement, including an active interest in school plus

hard work, an error in grading the achievement test, or an
untrue I.Q.
Four pupils with high

sixth grade.

scores were found in the

There were two pupils with scores of

l7,

one with a score of 142, and another with a score of

In all of these cases,

the teachers'

l4.

comments were that no

outward disturbances of personality of any marked kind were
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evident.

The pupils were

popular.

The

socially mature, cooperative,

and

youngster with an I.Q. of 142 appeared to be

a little "bossy,"

but was neat in appearance with the

exception of untidy hair.

One of the others was definitely

obese, brought about by overeating according to his family

physician but was jolly and fairly well liked.

Another

one of these pupils was an extremely good leader, well

liked, and popular among classmates.

The latter boy

(I.c.

143) was small of stature, had a tremendous amount of

energy, and always had a friendly smile.

ster was well liked, very cooperative,

In all of these cases,

The other young-

and well adjusted.

test placement scores were above

grade from seven months to one year and four months.
In the seventh grade, pupils with scores of 123,

and 155 were found.

At times,

149,

the girl with the score of

155 appeared to be domineering and was very saucy; but her

friends were numerous, and she was well thought of generally.

She was constantly reading, and she gave up her

recess period many times to read.

hobby.

Riding horses is her

Her grade placement score was uniformly high in

each of the individual tests, and her total score placed

her two years

arid

six months above

writer questioned the

i..

of

hai'

trade level.

'Ihe

the boy who had a score of

149 on the basis of personal contact.

lie

did not do work

which represented his I.Q. scoring, but this may have been
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fact that

often careless and lazy. his
placeient score, however, would indicate that there vias
some reliability in his "found" 1.Q,. since his total score
placed hirn two years and three months above his actual
grade level. He was a quiet individual, not interested in
hobbies, but interested in all forms of school life outside of the classwork. He was a follower rather than a
leader among his classmates. In the girl with a score of
128, social inmiaturity was observed, but she was most
cooperative and popular. She was a short, rather chubby
irl with an active interest in church work. Eer grade
placement was eight months above her seventh grade level.
It might have been higher if she had had a better educational foundation and was not quite so careless.
TBI IV shows the results from the Progressive
Achievement Tests in ternis of means and standard deviations
for tìie twenty-one pupils in the fourth grade. The range
of test grade placeents for each of the tests given in the
three different parts of the examination, the mean grade
placement for the whole group, the standard deviation of
the whole group in terms of school-year and school-months,
and the differences between the test grade placements in
each of the subjects tested and the actual grade placement
are shown in TABLE IV.
due to the

he was
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Iv

PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVEMENT ¶JST RESULIS FOR

Number of

Area

Reading:

Word Form
Word Recognition

Iieaning Opposites
eaning Similarities
Following

Directions

Reference Skills

Interpretations
rilotal Reading

Ari thine tic ¡
Number Concept
Signs and Symbols
Problems

Addition

Subtraction
Multiplication

Division
Total Arithmetic
English:
Capitalization
Punctuation
Words and Sentences
Spelling
Total English
Total Test Score

Pupils Studied:

iean

Range

TILk

21

Differenc es
Standard Between st

iviaon

Ilean and
Actuaj. Gxde

1-4
2-2

O-2
/ O-7
/ O-4
/ O-3
- O-2

2-O to 7-O
2-3 to 7-O
2-5 to 9-O
2-O to 9-0
2-O to 5-3
2-O to 7-9
2-3 to 7-3
2-4 to 7-0

4-O

to
to
to
to
to
to

4-3
4-4
4-4
4-4
4-8
3-3
4-5

2-0
1-0
3-6
1-5

7-4

5-3
7-4
4-7

7-8

4-8
5-2

1-5
3-7
4-7
0-9
2-2

2-9 to 6-7

4-5

3-4

2-O
2-O
2-O
4-O
4-O
2-O
2-O
3-O

6-6
6-4
7-9
5-6
6-1
5-3
to 6-3
to 6-2

2-5 to
2-O to
2-7 to
2-5 to
3-O to

7-9
9-1
7-1

4-9
4-6
4-5
3-9

4-6
5-1
4-4

4-4

FOURTH GRADE

2-5
2-7
2-3
2-3
2-6
1-4

0-6
3-3
0-5
0-7

-

04

/
/ O-3
/ O-2

O-1
O-2
O-2
O-2
O-6
- O-S
/ O-3
/ O-2
/
/
/
/
/

/

l-6

,' 3-2

05

/
/ O-6
/ i-O

/ O-3
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An illustration of the Interpretation of this table
may be made from the item, Vord Form, under "Reading.
the test results in "Word Form,"

sorne

In

of the pupils were

shown to belong in the first month of the second grade (2-O

while another pupil belonged in the first month of the

seventh grade (7-O) on the basis of their achievements on
Obviously,

the test.

on the basis of this one subtest,

these two extreme pupils did not belong in the same class

because what might be of interest to the one would be far

beyond the comprehension of the other or what would be
within the ability of the one would be most tiresome to the
other.
The second column of data shows the mean grade place-

ment of the twenty-one pupils in this fourth grade class
on the basis of the test results.

The class as a whole is

shown by the table to be in the first month of the fourth
In actual grade placement, they were in the second

grade.

month of the fourth grade inasmuch as this Progressive
Achievement

'lest v1as

administered early in November.

This

class was two months below the norm of the test, as shown

in the

"

O-2" in the fourth column of data in Ti3LE IV.

The data for the other subtests shown in this table;

the total scores for reading, arithmetic,

and English; and
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total score for the whole test may be interpreted in a

the

similar manner.
It should be pointed out that the test grade place-

ments by months are approximations only and that the "difference for the Total Reading Score" of "/

O_211

(or two

months above the test norm) and the average of the differences as shown in the fourth colurïn of data

hIQ_411

the same by reason of the coarseness or the

inexactness of

the measuring instrument arid its norms.

are not

The same situaiion

exists wi th the "To tal Scores for Reading, Ari thme tic,

and.

English" and the "Total Score for the Test."
In connection with TkBLE 1V,
to

the largeness of sorne of the standard deviations.

"Word Form," for example,
a

attention may be called
In

the standard deviation is almost

school grade-and-a-half, that is,

the lover limit of

skill of the normal or average group for this class lay
at the fifth month of the second grade (2-5) whereas the

upper limit of this same average group lay at the third

month of the fourth grade (4-3).

This is a much wider

spread than is desirable in terms of actual grade placement.

The smallness of the number of pupils, however,

doubtless increased the size of this standard deviation.
The average intelligence quotient of these pupils

115.

The wide spread of the standard deviation above

as

the

mean can be explained in part by this very satisfactory
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I.Q., but the wide spread of the standard deviation below
the mean for pupils of this above-average

examination.
are:
(b)

(a)

deserves

most immediately available explanations

The

inadequate teaching in the three lower grades,

lack of interest on the parts of the pupils in their

classwork or in the test,
(a)

I..

Cc)

poor encouragement at home,

laziness on the parts of the pupils, or

tions of these.

(e)

combina-

The actual cause is unknown to this

wri ter.
The

spread found in the average group in this fourth

grade in "Total Test Score" was, however, much too great.
The lower limit of

this average group lay at the first

month of the second grade (2-1), whereas the upper limit
lay at the first month of the eighth grade (3-O).
sorne

Obviously,

of these pupils are misplaced in the fourth grade on

the basis

of their subject-matter accoi-nplisbmnt.

In a similar manner, the data for the thirty-one

pupils in the fifth grade are presented in ThELE V.

The

Progressive Achievement Test was given to these pupils
early in November when the actual grade placement was at
the second month of their fifth year of attendance at

school (5-2).

Inspection of this table shows these pupils

to be at or above grado in all of the subtests except
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"iieaning of Opposites," "Total 1eading," and "Addition."

They were below grade to the extent of two months,

one

month, and three months only; whereas they were above

grade in "Capitalization" a year and three months and in

"Punctuation" eight months.
On the total test results,

months above the test norms.

these pupils were two

In "Reading,"

they were one

month below; in "Aritbmetic," they were exactly at grade;
and in

EngljSh,"

they were six months above the test

In contrast with the fourth grade pupils who were

norm.

three months above the test norm but had an average
of 115,

these fifth grade pupils were two months above

the test norm in achievement with an average
This

I..

mïht

I..

of 105.

indicate better teaching in the fifth grade,

better industry on the parts of the pupils, better trainIng at home,

or any other of several influences on these

pupils.
TPBLE V is presented on the next page.

TABLE V

PROÛ-iSSIVE ACHIEVEIENT TEST RESULTS FOR ThE FIFTh GRADE

Pupils Studied:

umber of

Area

31

Dtffennc es
Betweì Test
ean Deation oan and
Standaxd

Range

Actual OErade

Reading:

Word Form

2-0
3-1
2-3
1-5
2-1

to -1 5-7
to 8-0 5-6
to 7-7 5-0
5-4
6-3
5-6
5-4
5-1

1-7
1-4
2-0
2-5
2-5
2-6
1-4
1-3

2-8 to 7-7 5-3
2-9 to 8-9 5-8
2-O to 7-0 5-2
3-6 to 6-3 4-8
4-O to 6-6 5-2
3-7 to 6-4 5-2
3-5 to 6-2 5-2
3-9 to 6-6 5-2

Subtraction
u1tip1ication
Livision
Total Arithmetic
English:
Capitalization
2-5 to 9-1
Punctuation
3-O to 8-4
Words and Sentences 2-9 to 7-8
Spelling
3-2 to 7-5
Total English
4-2 to 7-9

0-9
1-3
0-8
2-7
0-7
0-5
2-2
0-8

6-5
6-1
5-7
5-5
5-3

2-1
2-3
5-3
1-7
1-1

/ O-3
/
/ O-3
/ 0-6

Total est Score

5-4

0-9

/

Vord 1ecognition
Lieaning Opposites
bleaning Similarities
Following Directions

Reference Skills
Interpretations

Total Reading

Arithmetic:

Number Concept

Signs and Symbols
Problems

Addition

to
to
3-O to
3-2 to
2-9 to

8-6
9-2
8-9
3-6
7-3

3-6 to 6-S

/

0-5

-

0-2

/ 0-4

/ O-2
/ 1-1

/
/
-

0-4
0-2
0-1

/ O-1
/ O-6

0-0

-

O-3

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
,

l-3

05

0-2
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In the sixth grade, more often than was the case in
the other grades, the thirty-one pupils tested in November
fell below the actual grade level although not enough to
be of any concern except in the "rithmetic Problems Test"
where the mean score was one year and four months below
the grade level. In the "Addition Test," the class was
three months belovi their grade; in "Subtraction," three
months below; in "Total Arithmetic," two months below; and
in "Words and Sentences," one month below. Arithmetic
appears to be the weakest area for this class, although it
is not low enough to be of any concern except in "Arithmetic Problems."

According to these

test results,

a

stressing of the teaching of arithmetic is called for. in
checking further into indivicual cases in the arithmetic
field, addition and subtraction appeared to be the most
difficult for nany members of this class. The writer
believes additional stress should be placed here also
since addition and subtraction are of prime importance if
mastery of arithmetic is to be attained.
TkBLE VI
on the next page gives the results of the
placement tests for this sixth grade class. The fh.Lotal
Heading" score placed this class seven months above their
grade level; the "Total Arithmetict' score was two months
below the grade; and the "Total English" score was three
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TABLE VI

PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVEII:T JEST RESULTS FOR
Number of Pupils Studied:

Area

Mean

Range

TIlE

SIXTh GRADE

31

Standard
DeviaUai

Differenc es
Between Test
I:ean

and

Ac tuai Grade

Reading:
ord Form
iord Recognition
eaning Opposites
eaning Sini1arities
Following Directions
Reference Skills
Interpretations
Total Reading
Arjt'nn'ìe

-6 to 9-i
5-2 to 9-0
4-i to 9-0
4-6 to -O
4-1 to 9-O
5-2 to 9-0
5-O to 8-7
4-5 to 8-8

tic:

Rumber Concept
Signs and Symbols
Problems
Addition
Subtraction

82

2-3
1-1
2-1
4-7
5-3
3-0
1-3
1-1

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

6-2
7-3
4-7
5-8

0-0
/ 1-1

6-O

0-3
i-2
l-8
1-1
O-7
0-4
0-7
0-4

Division
Total Arithmetic

4-4
5-7
4-1
4-O
4-0
5-0
5-O
4-6

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

9-O
9-O
7-2
7-7
7-6
7-1
7-3

English:
Capitalization
Punctuation
Words and Sentences
Spelling
Total English

4-7
2-O
4-1
4-1
5-O

to
to
to
to
to

9-1
9-1
7-8
9-0
8-7

6-7
7-O
6-1
6-5
6-5

2-3
i-3
2-7
1-6
1-3

Total Test Score

5-O to 7-6

6-3

0-6

IViultiplication

O-7
1-O
O-8
0-0
O-5
l-O
O-6
O-7

7-O
7-2
7-1
7-1
6-7
7-2
6-8
6-7

5-8
6-2
6-3

-

1-4
0-3
O-3

O-0
/ O-1
-

O-2

/ O-5

/

07

O-i
O-3
/
/ O-3
-

/ O-1
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months above

grade.

Total Test" score was only one

The

month above the grade equivalent which is about as close as

expect to compare with norms set up on a national
level. The average l.Q. for this group was 104.7 which is
in line with the grade and test placement comparison.
Trie seventh grade in this school was one year above
their grade level according to the results of their test
one can

area with the highest "over
age," as indicated in TPBLE VII, was English rìere the
class ranged in the subtests from one year and five months
to two years and seven months above their grade level
while the "Total English" score for the group was two
years and one month above grade. The greatest difference
appeared in the test on "k'unctuation" where the class was
two years and seven months above grade. Individual members of the class appeared to be having difficulty in
placement examination.

The

this field, as

their test grade placements as

low as

shown by

4-0.

Lither area

test scores in this field

comparison with the grade
month above grade, while

above.
from
one

level. "Total

were in close
Heading" was one

"Total Arithmetic"

Subtst scores in reading

were

all

was two months

above grade

in the vocabulary test on ".at.hematics" to
year and five months in "Reference Skills." Arithmetic

six

months
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TABLE

VII

PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVEMENT ¶JEST RESULTS FOR ThE SEVENTH GRADE

Number of

Area

Pupils Studied:

Range

Liean

Reading:

iathematics
6-O to 9-7 7-6
Science
6-1 to 11-O B-4
Social Science
4-4 to 11-O 8-1
General
5-3 to 10-7 8-2
Following Directions 5-O to 11-0 8-4
Reference Skills
3-9 to 11-O 8-7
Interpretations
6-1 to li-O 3-6
Total deading

Arithmetic:

Number Concept

Symbols and Rules
Numbers, Equations

Problems

Addition
Subtraction

iu1tiplication
Division

Total Arithmetic

English:
Capitalization
Punctuation
Víords and Sentences
Parts of Speech
Spelling
Total Enlish
Total Test Score

31

DjfTernc es
Standard Between Test
flviatLon Mean and
Actual Grade
1-1
1-8
1-4
2-4
1-3
1-6
1-5
1-2

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

8-6
7-7
8-9

1-3
1-5

/ 1-4
/ O-5
/ 1-7

7-7
7-8
6-7
6-8
7-4

1-2
1-7
1-0
1-7
1-8

ii-O 8-7

11-O

9-9
8-6
9-5
8-6
9-1

1-2
0-7
2-2
1-6
2-0
1-2

/
/
/
/
/
/

6-6 to il-O

8-2

l-O

/ 1-O

6-1 to 11-0 7-3

6-1 to li-O
5-7 to 10-1
6-6 to 11-O
4-O to 9-9
6-1 to li-O
5-1 to 10-5
5-O to 11-O
4-4 to il-o
5-5 to 10-9
5-O to

7-7
4-9
6-1
5-3
7-7

to
to
to
to
to

11-O

10-9

11-O

10-7

70

1-4

l-7

-

O-6

l-2

O-9
i-o

1-2
1-5

l-4

O-1

O-2

/ O-5
/ O-6

O-4
O-3
/ O-2
-

-

i-5

2-7
1-4
2-3

i-4

2-i
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subtest scores

were more varied with underages of two,

four, id three months in "Problems," ".u1tiplication,"
and "i)ivision," and overages in the remaining subtests
from five months to one year and seven months.
for the seventh grade was 112.8.
The average
This, in part, would explain the above grade "Total lest"
score. The very high English scores achieved were another
factor which raised the level of the total score received.
These tables, however, show that the pupils, as a
whole, made a favorable comparison between grade and test
placement. The writer made individual case studies for
the pupils concerned in this study. Inclusion of all 114
studies in this thesis would be boring to any reader. lt
is believed, however, that inclusion of the two highest
deviants in each class, as well as the two lowest deviants,
may be of interest to the reader.
The two lowest deviants in the fourth grade had
scores of one year and of one year and two morths below
their grade level. In the former case, the boy has a
(eighty-eight) which explains
slightly below average
in part his low achievement test score. 11e is considered
well adjusted by his teacher, but is more interested in
playing than in learning. Another factor which may account
for his low rating is that he transferred schools at the

I..
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beginning of the year.

It is difficult to know just where

his difficulty lies since it has not been possible to

observe his actions over a longer period of time.

The

writer believes this youngster should have boon in the
third
ing,

,rade,

considering his small stature and lower scot'-

in order to give him an opportunity

the fundamentals

higher

I.Q..

of

1earnin.

to gain more of

The other youngster had a

(104) and should have received a higher scor-

Ing on his achievement test.

It is apparent that this

boy's difficulty Is in his inability to read.

Ills

reading

score was a year and two months below grade.

Lack of fun-

damental reading ability makes other

subjects

difficult.

His arithmetic

score was only three months

below grade, and his English score was two months below.
These last two scores are not sufficiently under grade,

writer believes, to be of too great concern.
ing assistance should be given this child.
feels if his reading were improved,

the

Special readThe writer

his test placement

would be more in comparison with his grade level.
The two highest test scorers in the fourth grade were

one year and eight months and two years and four months

above their actual grade placement.
I.Q,.

scores.

The first has an

I..

the other has a stated score cf 1B7.

3oth boys have high
score of 121, while
The first boy's grade
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placement is in keeping with his social aaturity, while
the other would have no difficulty in making his way in
the next higher or possibly in the

sixth gracie.

In the fifth grade, of the two low deviants, one
a boy who was

one year and three months below grade.

I.c. is average

few friends.

vzas

His

(101), but he is poorly adjusted and has

His teacher coiirnented that he was pale and

appeared to be unhealthy and that he was nervous, easily
upset, and had poor muscular coordination.

It is apparent

to the writer that the health of this child had a bearing

on the test results.

He believes the boy is in the proper

grade according to his size, age, and mental ability and
that better health would be a big factor in overcoming the

difficulties of the youngster.
and six months below grade.

His

The other child was a year

I..

was seventy-four,

which nade the school work difficult for him.
to

According

size and age, he is in his proper grade, but his mental

ability has, and will, hamper him.

He might profit from

being retained for a year if forces outside of the school
did not interfere.

In both of the high deviations in the fifth grade,

the

youngsters, a boy and a girl, had above average I.e. scorings, were both well adjus ted mentally and socially, were

excellent leaders, and had pleasing personalities.

The
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rive months above grade and had an
of 123, while the girl was one year and six months
above with an
of 136. These two children are believed
to be correctly placed. If placed in the next higher grade,
they would probably lose more in the social and emotional
patterns already established than they would gain in knowledge.
Consistently poor grades, resulting in a total test
score of one year and one month below grade, on the part
of a sixth grade girl with an I.Ç. of 107 appear to be due
to poor eyesight in spite of glasses. She is extremely
well liked, and bubbles with energy. The writer believes
better vision would improve her grades. her size, age,
arid social maturtty are in keeping with her present grade.
The other low deviation was eight months. This girl had
an I
of ninety-nine . She is below average in social
maturity, believed by her teacher to be caused by an
obnoxious brother who seeks constant attention. Placing
this girl in a lower grade would undoubtedly cause added
frustration and deeper wi thdrawal into herself.
A year and
o months and a year and four months above
grade test scores were the highest deviations in the sixth
grade. The first boy's i.c. was not available, but it
appeared by his scholastic achievements and by his
boy was one year and

I..

I..

..
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leadership qualities in and out of school to be above average.

The boy with the overage of one year and four months

had an

I .Q..

of 137.

while one of the boys is above aver-

age in weIght for his class, their heights

average.

and.

ages are

The writer believes social disturbances would

become prevalent If these boys were advanced a grade.
is not socially mature

One

enough to make the adjustment,

while it is probable the other boy would develop an attitude of superi ori ty.

Only one

cì-iild

in the seventh grade deviated from

his grade level in comparison with his test grade in a

minus direction to any wide extent.
only five months below grade.

This difference was

An I.Q. was not available,

because he is a transfer pupil and has done much transferring due to a very poor home environment.

1-lis

biggest

difficulty lies in his apparent inability to comprehend.
His span of attention is very short.

The writer believes

this child is placed properly in grade.

He showed con-

siderable improvement after additional foundation work was
given him during the year.

The only other total test score

below grade in this class was only two months below.

This

boy's I.Ç. is ninety-nine but, v;bile he is very industrious,
his school work is

rather difficult for him.

The two

months' underage is not sufficient to place the child. in a

lower grade.
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writer was puzzled about the reasons that a pupil
with an I.Ç. of 117 outscored another with an
of 155
on the subject-matter examination. While both are very
capable pupils, both well adjusted, and well liked, the
girl with an I.Ç. of 117 was three years and seven months
The

I..

above grade while the other

girl

(155) was only two years

six months above grade. Good judgment, good home
environment, industry, arid above average social maturity
on the part of the first girl may have been factors,
although the I.Q,. scorings may not have been "true." In
and

the case of the

girl with

the

I..,

I.(.

01'

155, her

test score

in keeping with her
but the writer believes
rather poor health during the time of the examination may
have been a factor in the test scores not being higher
than they were. These girls were well adjusted in their
class, and kept themselves from being idle by class leadership duties which they fulfilled successfully.
Little can be done in placing these pupils in the
grades in which their test scores indicate they should be
since it is the policy not to advance pupils unless they
have completed their grades. For those high deviants,
special work and assignments should be given, and this is
done, to fill their idle time. Since all of these classes
were small enough to pennit more individualized attention,
was

various interest fields could be pursued to employ idle
time and capabilities
to be

to better use.

Since

nglish seems

the strongest subject-matter field in these classes,

less emphasis could be Given to it and more emphasis

placed on the lowest field, arithmetic.

Poor health and

special educational needs would appear to be the prominent
causes of the low deviant

discussed in this study.

was the cause in two of the cases.

I.Q.

This may or may not be

representative of the low cases found in all of the grades.

When low I.Q. is the only factor for the low scores and
age, or other qualities are in line with the

v;hen size,

actual grade, little can be done to raise the test scores.

health problems can be, and are, referred to parents for
medical care, but proper care cannot be enforced.

Special

education many times will benefit pupils creatly, and
teachers use this method for better rounding out basic

educational foundations.

TLES
the whole,
as far as

IV,

V,

and VII show that the pupils,

VI,

on

are in the actual grades in which they belong
the total t3st grade placements are concerned.

In three of the grades,

there

vias

a

difference, when

corn-

paring the total test grade placement with the actual

grade level of only

a

few months.

In each case,

the

Progressive Achievement Test grade placement was hIgher by
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only a few months--three months in the fourth grade, two

in the fifth grade,

sixth
grade. The seventh grade total test placement was eight
years and two months, or, since the test was administered
when their actual grade level was seven years and two
months, one year above the grade equivalent.
The higher placement in the seventh grade would appear
to be due to the fact that the ßnglish grades are exceptionally high for this class in each of the subtests in
this area of study. English is shown as being a strong
subject for the school enera1ly, but it is particularly
outstanding for the seventh grade group. The writer
believes this higher ng11sh score may be due, in part at
any rate, to the fact that these youngsters are from homes
of business and professional groups. In many cases, this
particular group of, people have enjoyed higher educational
advantages than is the case in some of the other groups,
whereby better grammatical habits may have been established
and in more common usage in the home enviinment. This
would perhaps lead to more general usage on the part of
the pupils concerned and make them more familiar with this
particular area of study. Aptitude and interest. may play
a part as well as teaching skills and techniques.
months

and one month in the
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Other areas of study shown on these tables are very
comparable to the national norms. Overages and underages,

generally speaking, are only a few months. In the total
arithmetic test, the fifth grade was "at grade," while the
£ourft and seventh grades were two months higher in their
test placement than their actual grade level, and the

sixth grade

two months below the grade

placement.

The

level in their test

writer believes this is as close as

one

can expect these two measures to compare, considering the

limited number of pupils involved in the study.
Total reading test overages and und.erages were also
very small. The fourth grade was two months above grade;
the

fifth

grade,

one month below;

the sixth grade, seven

months above; and the seventh grade, one month above.
These are
The

negligible amounts.
vïriter believes that, taken as

ticular elementary school

a group,

this par-

compares favorably with the

Progressive Achievement nest norms with the exception of
the English and the arithmetic areas of study. The higher
abilities displayed in the English area can probably be
explained by the fact that the children's home environmerits provide advantages in this subject. The arithmetic
area needs more emphasis in these classes, particularly

multiplication in the fourth grade

and "Problems"

in the
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sixth grade.

writer believes that these Progressive
ichievernent Tests show that these pupils as a whole are
correctly placed in their present grades although mdlvidual pupils are not. Community pressures will not permit
re-adjustments of grade placement in even these most
This

apparent cases.

CHAP'JER IV

DISCUSSION AND

STJiThIAi

reasons for this study were, in general, to survey the grade placements in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and
seventh grades in one school; to compare them with the
The

test

grade placement achivenients of tliese pupils; and to

discover to what subject-matter areas, if any, teaching
emphasis should be directed in order to round out the
educational backgrounds of the 114 pupils involved. A
part of the problem was to show any significant differences
in the achievements between each of the four grades as a
whole in this particular elementary school and the national
norms established by the Progressive Achievement Test in
the areas of reading, aritbmetic, and English.
The Progressive Achievement Test was administered by
the classroom teacher in each of the grades to a haterogeneous group of American-born white children from families largely from business and professional groups. The
standard o1 living of this group is perhaps a little
higher than that of some other groups and, the writer

believes, it did have a bearing on this survey. because
these families have enjoyed a higher educational backgrounìd than some other groups, the writer believes the

genea1 use of better English in the homes affected
the ng1ish test grades to sorne extent.
This test was administered under classroom conditions,
made as ideal as possible by each of the teachers involved.
The writer did observe in conducting the test in his classroom that carelessness and "guessing't played sorne part in
the test placement score achieved. To bat extent this
was true would be difficult, if not impossible, to ascortain. Pupils were definitely instructed to answer the
questions carefully and to do no gssing, but some of the
more

youngsters did not always follow these rules.
evidence was found that the heights of these pupils
should have had any bearing on the grade placement of

group.

aelve pupils varied

this

enough from the average height

this individual study,
there uas no discernible 3vidence in attitudes or behavior
that these pupils were affected by their variations from
the others in height. One's height was accepted as something one could not do anything about, and no particular
emotion was attached--by the pupils involved or the other
pupils--to either considerable tallness or shortness.
to be given individual study.

1rom

true of weight, although it is
more controllable than height. There were more cases of
extremes In weight than in height. Wenty-five individual
The same was somewhat

cases were studied.

In

one

of the cases, a definite sen-

sitiveness was felt on the part of the individual, but
this did not appear to affect her either in actual grade
or in test grade placement. lt is highly unfortunate that
a Stanford-Binet Test score was not available for this
girl in order to see what her i ... score and mental age
actually were. She did, however, measure up to tbe norms
in the various test areas. In the only other case where
extreme weight rn1ht have made a diiference, the boy's
stated as 137, and his test grade placement was
two years and two months higher than his actual grade
equivalent. The author believes this higher test placement was in keeping with the boy's extremely high
score. In all of the other casos, large variations from

I.ç.

was

l..

the average weight were in keeping with inherent bone

influence on test grade
placement or the liking or disliking for school which might
affect school work and, through this, test brade placement.
tests,
ental capacities, as registered through
necessarily had a bearing on the placement test scores.
In any mixed group of youngsters, some l.Q,. scores will
deviate from the average. since the norns as set up for
the achievement test were established from a mixed grouping of 25,000 pupils from the various states, this

structure and had

no apparent

I..
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deviation in I.Q. scores must also have been true in the
group used.
ii-i

once, the viriter believes that the few cases

extreme I.Ç. scores which he found were to be expected.
In the four grades used in this study, seventeen

cases were :iven individual consideration.
the writer did question the

results.
the test

1..

In one case,

score after checking test

The I.Q,. score was given as seventy-five,

while

placeent score rated the boy two years higher

than his grade equivalent in reading, eight months higher

in arithmetic, a year and five months higher in English,
and a year and three months higher in his total test score.
'Ihis

may be due to interest and hard work on the part of

the pupil, but it would be advisable to have a recheck of
the

I..

score for further school comparisons.

In the

remainder of the individual cases studied, these I.Q.
scores were consistent with test results, except for a few

individual cases where carelessness or lack of interest in
school learning were observed.

Lower arithmetic scores,

while still equivalent with those of the grade level,
found for many pupils with above average

I..

viere

scores, but

lower aritbnietic scores are quite genera'l in this school-as shown by the results of this survey.

Generally speaking,

the total test brade placements

were quite comparable to the actual :irade equivalents in

r.
..

the fourth,

fifth,

negligible.

d

sixth grades; the differences

viere

In the seventh grade, however, the compari-

sons showed the test grade placement to be one year higher

than the actual grade equivalent.

This ïs due

to the

very

high English scores achieved since the actual grade placement and the test placement grade were parallel in the

other subject-matter areas.
In breaking the total scores down into subject-matter
the total reading test scores of

areas,

the group studied

were favorably comparable with the test norm in all of the
grades.

The writer believes

that the grades in the school

studied are on a comparable enough level not to need additional stress in this area of learning.

All mean scores

in the reading subtests indicate that reading is comparable

with the national norm.
In the arithmetic area, the total achievement test
scores were very comparable to the grade equivalents.
ìeafl

subtest scores in this area of study, however, indi-

cate a need of greater emphasis in some phases of arithmetic.

The fourth grade was eight months below their grade

level in a comparison with the test placement score in the

multiplication subtest, and the sixth grade was one year
and four months below their grade equivalent in the problems subtest.

The writer believes

the low scores achieved
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tests call for additional emphasis to round
out the arithmetic programs of these youngsters.
The total English test scores were not as similar in
a comparison with the grade level as was the case in the
other areas or stuc. They viere above the grade level
rather than below, however. In only one subtest in
nglish did any of the classes fall below their grade
equivalent. The sixth grade was one month low in the
UWords and Sentences" subtest, and the writer believes
this is too small a difference to be of any concern.
Generally speaking, the test grades in this school
were strongest in the English area and weakest in the
arithmetic area. These high English scores might be
in these

t':ío

explained by

home

environment.

this study, the writer
believes the results achieved show that the actual grade
placements in this particular school were fairly comparTo

summarize the findings of

able with the test grade placements. Total test scores
made a close comparison in all grades except the seventi
where very high English scores brought the total test
score to a higher level. This higher English score was

prevalent for all grades, however, and the writer believes
it is due to the home environment of these particular

pupils.
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is needed in certain phases of the arithmetic field although total arithmetic test scores were comparable in all grades. In the fourth arid sixth grades,
additional stress is needed in multiplication and problems
where pupils appear from test results to lack basic foundation knowledge. 3ince this area of study is the weakest
of the three subject-matter fields, emphasis could well be
placed here rather than on English or reading.
Emphasis

Individual case studies indicated misplaced pupils to
be above grade more often than below in a comparison of
actual grade level and test grade placement. Special education or medical caro appeared necessary in many of the
cases where pupils 'ere belovi grade in their test placement. For those cases vthere 1o.ier I.Q,. scores appeared
to be the main factor,

little

help can be given except to

round out basic fundamental knowledge to the best possible

extent and to give as much aid as possible in making
social adjustments and in developing individual interests
and abilities. Pupils who would appear to be misplaced
because of higher test placement scores are the major
problem. Many educators would be in favor of advancing
these pupils to higher grades and in some school systems
this s done. lt nìiht even be advisable in a few of the
individual cases in this particular school. The writer
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believes strongly, however,

that serious consideration

should be given to these pupils individually before such a
step was taken in most of the cases.

Because of the

administrative policy of not skipping grades, the writer

believes extra work or duties should be given in individual
interest areas to occupy extra time and capabilities to
the fullest extent.

Classes are sLIall enough in this par-

ticular school to give individualized attention to these
pupils by the classroom teachers, and this has been and is

being done.

Lany of these pupils who have above grade

test placements are only at grade in arithmetic studies
arid

would benefit greatly from additional arithmetic

emphasis.
The writer believes
a

this survey has given him mora of

background with which to discuss comparisons between

these two kinds of grade placements.
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